
Amaara Sky: feel at home

The large Amaara Suite

This  is  a  place of  sanctuary even for  the most  discerning… From its
setting  amidst  Kandy’s  natural  havens  in  the  hills  to  its  impeccable
hospitality, Amaara Sky is definitely one to be experienced.
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Beyond the Kandy city’s world renowned sites and flurry of activity, your guarded
thoughts on where to find bespoke laps of relaxation, countless immoderation and
luxury, can soon be put to rest, in just a matter of minutes. Spilling into view is
the region’s breathtaking sceneries of incessant green mountain ranges, silvery
mists and rolling hills that seem to parade the heavens, which seem dreamy
enough. Be prepared to embrace all that beauty from the comfort of Amaara Sky.

With amenities at five star levels, expect to be pleasured at this one of a kind
boutique hotel. Indulge in any of the twelve distinctively spacious rooms, which
range from standard to superior to deluxe and a suite, to a two storied penthouse,
equipped with abundantly stocked mini bars, satellite TV, safes, complimentary
surprises and more.

The multi-talented staff at Amaara Sky performs as a live band during theme
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nights.

The multi-talented staff at Amaara Sky performs as a live
band during theme nights. Upcoming additions to Amaara
Sky include a swimming pool and a large parking space to
further the convenience of guests
Amaara Sky’s tribute to honeymooners is the real deal by far. An unmatched
welcome within the room; a bed speckled with red rose petals and wild flowers, a
bottle of bubbly beside a box of premium chocolates, the pleasure of customised
room service while basking in the hypnotising views that lay forth, on the breezy
patio of the room’s balcony and of course to top it all off, the simple pleasure of
privacy.

There’s no exception, even as far as the hotel’s cuisine goes. Preference of dining
in at the restaurant or out on the picturesque terrace is up to you. Whether, you’d
like to go Sri Lankan or Continental is also your choice. Be it what may, Amaara
Sky gives you just what you need in just the way you would like it.

An à la carte menu carries many gastronomic delights to choose from. Smoked
pink salmon to season the appetite with an entrée of hearty stuffed, roast chicken
with  a  mushroom sauce to  follow and might  I  suggest  the  hotel’s  signature
dessert—the tiramisu mousse. Or treat yourself to a conventional Sri Lankan rice
and curry feast and thereafter indulge in a generous helping of fresh curd and
treacle or a jaggery pudding; leaving those taste buds wanting more.

Let loose, choose ease and let your heart embrace a feel of home away from
home. Let Amaara Sky take the load off, once and for all.
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